
 

PAN ETHIO-ERITREAN NARRATIVE1 

 

I don’t  know  who  Mehireteab Gebresellassie is but  I could guess  that he is a de-

nationalized individual from Bahire Medri on the basis of an etymological inference 

from  his name. What has preoccupied me here is not his root rather the poem (Qine) 

composed by him which reads as follows: 

 

Source: Mehireteab Gebresellassie, 2014 

                                                           
1Wuhibegezer, 2014 



 

The poem is whimsical narrative about the Pan Ethio-Eritrean mindset with a tone 

of regret in regard to the amputation of the latter. It has an analogue that views Eritrea 

as head of Ethiopia. His organic analogue vests the highest credit to amputated head. 

However, it failed short of reasoning that once the head is cut off, it goes to an 

eternal death. Thus, Eritrea is neither a head nor a tail rather a geographic space 

North of Mereb whose peopling evince complex networking with its neighbor in the 

south.  

 

As of Mehirete-ab, the mind of the author of this piece has been wondering around 

the sands of the Red Sea in search of the footprint of the presumed ‘headless state’ 

yet he couldn’t find any divide than the mindset itself. The separation of the two 

sides of the Mereb is merely separation in the mind set of elites. Let alone at the time 

of an interweaving global society, the two sides were not completely apart at the 

time of the erection of Berlin Wall at Mereb by the intruders.  

 

Therefore, Eritrea couldn’t divorce from Ethiopia whatever stumbling blocks erected 

in between either by the Zemen of Mehirete-ab or any other force. For instance, 



Mehirete-ab could fallout with his mother but he has no any genuine option of 

denying a birth from her. 

 

In conference  held at  Axum  Hotel  in  Mekelle  for  celebrating  the 39th anniversary  

of TPLF,  one  of the founding  father  of the organization,  Aboy Sebhat  Nega has  

been  asked to explain the rationale of his party  for adhering  the colonial  thesis to 

address  the  Eritrean  question. His response was very plain.  He said that the 

‘architects of such a notion were the inorganic elites who were uprooted from their 

society.’ This is a confirmation of author’s contention in another published piece 

(Wuhibegezer and Mensah, 2013) that the root of this divergence is the intellectual 

dependency of the post-colonial scholars of the region on the colonial knowledge 

fabric about state which, in turn, is worsened by the politicized socialization and 

invention of new history spearheaded by both the Ethiopianist and Eritrean 

nationalists.  

 

Due to the triumph of the state idea over the issue of regional interconnection, 

people centered approach is not yet rooted as an ideological foundation of the 

inevitable integration. Thus, the problem is rested on the reliance of the intellectuals 

in the territory centric colonial mentality. 

 



 

However, from Addis to Asmara, from the source of Blue Nile to Red Sea, the 

ordinary mass talk about the umbilical anchored fraternity. Then, who says that a 

person  who  left  the  grave yards of  his  lovely mother/wife/husband or father in  

either sides of the imaginary  divide  avoid projecting  webs of flashbacks? 

 

 


